Metrolinx AAC Recruitment Ad 2014
Metrolinx is looking for several passionate individuals to serve on our Accessibility
Advisory Committee. This committee plays a critical role by providing advice to
Metrolinx as it plans, builds and operates an integrated accessible transportation system
in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA). If this volunteer opportunity appeals
to you, we invite you to apply.
Metrolinx, an agency of the Government of Ontario, was created to improve the
coordination and integration of all modes of transportation in the Greater Toronto and
Hamilton Area. Metrolinx is committed to being a leader in accessible transportation,
consulting widely and incorporating best practices to enhance accessibility in every
aspect of its services.
Metrolinx services include GO Transit, the PRESTO fare payment system, construction of
new lines such as UP Express between Union Station and Pearson Airport, and rapid
transit lines such as the Eglinton Crosstown line. Metrolinx also works with
transportation partners to improve service coordination in the GTHA.
Several positions on the committee are open to residents of the Greater Toronto and
Hamilton Area (GTHA) including individuals who have disabilities, seniors and people
working in agencies supporting people with disabilities. If you have knowledge of and an
interest in accessible transportation issues and are committed to making existing
services better, we would like to hear from you. It would be an advantage (but not a
requirement), if you have experience using GO Transit or other public transportation
services. Each Advisory Committee member will also serve on at least one Advisory
Working Group on a topic such as facilities, vehicles, or communications, and will attend
approximately one meeting each month. Meetings may be held in the evenings.
Appointments are for a minimum two year term.
If full Advisory Committee participation is not possible, applicants may apply to serve on
an Advisory Working Group.
If you would like an application form, or if you need further information, please contact:
Lisa at (416) 202-5987 or email accessibility@metrolinx.com. Applications must be
received by Metrolinx no later than February 28, 2014.
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